
PROJECT PROFILE  
—
Greenville Technical College Northwest Campus — Greenville, SC

Project  
Type 

             

Size 110,000 sq ft

Architect Enwright Associates, Inc.

General Contractor Triangle Construction Company 

CATEGORIES

FEATURES

PRODUCTS

revolving door

auto swinging door controls locks exits

manual sliding manual swinging auto sliding

UL listed ADA 
compliant

sound 
dampening

high traffic hurricane 
rated

daylighting security low profile

Public Government

green 
materials/
systems
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DORMA USA, Inc.
Dorma Drive, Drawer AC
Reamstown, PA 17567
Tel: 800 523 8483
Fax: 800 274 9724
www.dorma.com

PREMIUM ACCESS SOLUTIONS & SERVICES

DORMA has been a market leader of innovative access solutions for more than 100 years. 

The DORMA portfolio includes architectural hardware, specialty hardware for glass door and 

wall applications, door automation systems, operable wall systems, and electronic access 

control systems.

Featured Products

9000 Exit Devices
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8900 Door Closers 

900 Stops/Holders 

EM Magnets
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PS Power Supply
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The Challenge
Greenville Technical College (GTC) is one of 16 colleges within the South Carolina Technical 

Education System, providing affordable, quality education to residents throughout the state. GTC 

students benefit from extensive hands-on training, internships, co-op programs, and partnerships 

with the area’s business and industry community, which includes national and international 

companies such as BMW, Michelin, Lockheed Martin, and others. As part of its commitment to 

provide up-to-date educational opportunities for area residents, GTC opened its Northwest 

Campus, a 110,000 sq ft, state-of-the-art high-tech facility. 

As a learning institution, concern for safety, security, accessibility, and durability were all high 

priorities for the doorways of the Northwest Campus. At the same time, openings needed to 

cooperate aesthetically with the facility’s design.

The Solution
Specifiers selected DORMA for doorways throughout the GTC Northwest Campus. 

Heavy-duty 8900 Series Door Closers, a perfect combination of durability, reliability, and 

appearance are installed at GTC. Rugged but visually pleasing, 900 Series Stops and Holders 

complement DORMA’s closers, providing a total door control system. The facility also has EM 

Series Electromagnetic Door Holders with dual voltage capability and an adjustable catch  

plate, providing versatility for varying applications. 

With their heavy-duty cast chassis, 9000 Series Exit Devices provide superior durability for  

high impact applications at GTC. They have a smooth reduced-projection touchbar assembly to 

minimize catch hazards, while the partial length touchpad permits installing options such as 

cylinder dogging and exit alarms in the field. In addition, DORMA’s PS Series Power Supplies, 

with field-selectable output voltage and various junction box sizes, ensure secure and reliable 

operation of openings.

 
The Result
DORMA closers, exit devices, holders, and power supplies work together to offer a solution that 

provides safety, security, ease of use, and reliability. Available in a broad range of architectural 

finishes and trim, DORMA hardware not only satisfies the functional requirements of the campus’s 

doorways, but also it complements the progressive décor of the forward-thinking learning 

institution.


